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Websites: www.thecoffeeplace.com.au & www.sunshinecoastcoffeeroastery.com.au 
Email: sales@thecoffeeplace.com.au Phone: (07) 5476 8400 

 
Issue: The grinder is switched on but the motor / grinder is not working? 

 

What could it be? How to fix it? 

The lid may be off the doser chamber Some grinders have sensors attached to the lid – place lid 
carefully back on to align sensor 

The burrs may be too close together 
causing beans to get stuck between the 

blades 

- Turn off the grinder and reset (unplug and turn back on) 
- Mark the current grinder setting, then turn the grinder 

adjustment coarser, turn the grinder on for a few seconds, 
then adjust the grinder back to previous setting 

Electrical problem or over heated - Turn grinder off for 20 minutes and turn back on 
- Check the fuse, power cord, power point etc 

 
 

Issue: The grinder is on and motor is running but no coffee grinding through? 
 

What could it be? How to fix it? 

Bean hopper slide could have accidently 
been knocked and closed access 

Pull bean hopper slide out to allow beans to pass through 
into the section where the blades are to grind the beans 

Bean Hopper is completely empty Quickly turn off grinder to avoid grinder overheating and fill 
with hopper with beans 

 
 

Issue: The grinder is taking much longer to grind than normal? 
 

What could it be? How to fix it? 

Blunt burrs (blades) Grind some coffee and feel it straight away. If its warm there 
is excess friction meaning the blades are blunt and working 
overtime to grind. Contact coffee supplier to replace blades 

Clogged dosing mechanism Turn grinder off, pull hopper off and using a brush clean out 
mechanism. Ensure there are no blockages inside your 

grinder using a brush.  

 
 

Grinder Troubleshooting 
FAQ 

UNDERSTANDING YOUR GRINDER 
 

The distance between the grinder’s burrs (blades) is controlled by the grinding mechanism and 
determines the type of grind. Making the grind finer, simply turn the grinding mechanism to make the 

burrs closer together (fine – on your grinder), and to make the grind coarser, simply turn the mechanism 
the other way so the blades are further apart (grosso – on your grinder).  

 
Espresso coffee is a finer grind, whereas cold brew grounded coffee is coarser grind. 

 

We offer all our coffee customers complimentary grinder training when using our coffee. This 
session is called UNDERSTANDING YOUR GRINDER and is roughly a 2hr session.  

Email enquiries@sunshinecoastcoffeeroastery.com.au to book your session 
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